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CAST
(in order of appearance)

Josephine Whitaker.................................Pam Abas
Watson Frye........................................Randy Krawl
Bess Frye...........................................Andrea Krawl
Connie..............................................Sandy Cavanaugh
Anna................................................Kate Naylor
Evelyn...............................................Nancy Lee
Thayer.............................................Gavin Kirkpatrick
Ira Bienstock......................................David Cavanaugh

Setting--The Frye summer house in the Berkshires.

Time--The present

SYNOPSIS OF SCENES

ACT ONE
A Saturday, early in August
Scene one: Midmorning
Scene two: Several hours later
Scene three: Late evening

Intermission

ACT TWO
The next day
Scene one: Morning
Scene two: Late afternoon

*Produced with permission of Dramatists Play Service
SAMPLE TEXT:
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The Department of Theatre Arts is proud to present the 1983/1984 Season:

GODSPELL by John M. Tebelek - Composer Stephen Schwartz

DEATH OF A SALESMAN by Arthur Miller

NO SEX PLEASE, WE'RE BRITISH by Anthony Marriott and Alistair Foot

JOAN OF LORRAINE by Maxwell Anderson

LIFE WITH FATHER by Clarence Day adapted by Howard Lindsay and Russel Crouse

PLUS two student shows and two dance concerts
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